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The Schizophrenia Courses that we have been holding over the last nineteen years are addressed to mental health care professionals. Their objective is still to facilitate the relationship and knowledge between professionals involved in and interested in better understanding and helping these patients.

The Spanish and foreign professors who have been attending our Courses form a part of the most innovating and outstanding national and international vanguard in this field, both due to their practice involvement in new and more extensive pathways of investigation and treatment for these patients as well as their interest in spreading and sharing their experiences and knowledge with us.

The Schizophrenia Course that we hold every year aims to be a place where we can participate, inform, learn, teach, and think about it, a place in which we can communicate and a forum of motivation, interest and enthusiasm for more global views of these problems and more complete and effective therapeutic programs.

This year we continue with the possibility of Poster presentations in the course and thus make the works and research of merit in this field of the professionals from different sites known and we will also extend the intensive, reduced and practical Workshops, as many of those attending have been requested in the evaluation sheets we hand out at the end of the Courses.

We usually hold it in the Hotel Meliá Castilla, because for all of us, the site is a comfortable and convenient site, with hotel services and spaces that will provide us with greater possibilities and facilities to obtain, beyond the Course program, the objectives of our meeting.

*Manuel González de Chávez*
Thursday, 20 November, Simultaneous Workshops

15.00 h.  Presentation of accreditation, documentation Spanish book and bibliographic dossier of the Course.

Workshop schedule:  
16.30h - 18.00h  
18.00h - 18.30h  Rest and Coffee Break  
18.30h - 20.00h

WORKSHOP 1  
"Family intervention in persons diagnosed of schizophrenia in a mental health network"  
Professors Ernesto Baena Ruiz. Clinical Psychologist. Coordinator of Psychosocial Rehabilitation Center of the Canary Islands and Rafael Touriño González. Psychiatrist. Director of the Psychosocial Rehabilitation Island Plan of the Canary Islands.

WORKSHOP 2  
“Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) applied to psychotic symptoms”  
Professors Dr. Marino Pérez Álvarez, Head Professor of the University in the Psychology Department of the University of Oviedo and Dr. José M. García Montes, Staff Professor of the University in the Psychology Department of the University of Almería.

WORKSHOP 3  
“Internet as a tool to share and construct views around psychosis:  Tearing down walls and Psychophotos”  
Professors Esther Sanz, Clinical Psychologist of the Outpatient Area of Mental Health of Tenerife and Óscar Martínez Azumendi, Chief of the Bizkaia Mental Health Network Service of Inland Region of Osakidetza.

WORKSHOP 4  
“Emotional reality of the persons with psychotic conditions”  
Professor Henry Žvi Lothane, Department of Psychiatry. Icahn School of Medicine. Mount Sinai Hospital, New York.

Note: All the workshops will be in Spanish. No simultaneous translation will be provided.
Friday, 21 November, Morning

08.30h  Presentation of accreditation, documentation, book and bibliographic dossier of the Course

09.00h  COURSE INAUGURATION

09.30h  ”INTUITIONS AND DELUSIONS”

Prof. Manuel González de Chávez
Ex- President of the International Society for the Psychological and Social Approaches to Psychosis

“NORMALIZED INSANITY”

Prof. José María Alvarez
Tutor-coordinator of clinical psychology of the Hospital Universitario Rio Hortega de Valladolid

COLLOQUIUM

11.30 h  REST AND COFFEE BREAK

14.00 h  LUNCH

12.00 h  “COGNITIVE AND EMOTIONAL PROCESSES IN DELUSIONS: RECENT RESEARCH EVIDENCE”

“PSYCHOLOGICAL TREATMENTS FOR PARANOIA AND DELUSIONS: NEW DEVELOPMENTS”

Prof. Philippa Garety
Professor of Clinical Psychology. Institute of Psychiatry, King’s College London

COLLOQUIUM

14.00 h  LUNCH

Friday, 21 November, Afternoon

16.00 h  “PSYCHOTIC LIKE EXPERIENCES IN CHILDREN AND YOUNG ADULTS-NEW INTERVENTIONS”

“CARING FOR CARERS OF THOSE WITH PSYCHOSIS”

Prof. Elizabeth Kuipers
Professor of Clinical Psychology. Institute of Psychiatry. King’s College London.

COLLOQUIUM
17.30 h.  REST AND COFFEE BREAK

18.00h  “SOCIAL COGNITION AND SCHIZOPHRENIA”

“SOCIAL COGNITION AND INTERACTION TRAINING FOR PSYCHOSIS”

Prof. Dennis R. Combs
Director of Psychotic Disorders Research Laboratory. Department of Psychology. University of Texas at Tyler.

COLLOQUIUM

Saturday, 22 November, Morning

09.30 h.  “THE LESSONS OF SCHREBER ABOUT THE PSYCHOSOCIAL APPROACH TO THE TREATMENT OF PSYCHOSIS”.

“THE EMOTIONAL BODY OF DRAMATOLOGY”

Prof. Henry Zvi Lothane,
Department of Psychiatry. Icahn School of Medicine. Mount Sinai Hospital, New York.

COLLOQUIUM

11.00 h.  REST AND COFFEE BREAK

11.30 h.  “RATIONAL-EMOTIVE AND COGNITIVE BEHAVIORAL THERAPY FOR PSYCHOTIC SYMPTOMS (E.G., DELUSION); AN EVIDENCE BASED APPROACH”

“VIRTUAL REALITY ASSESSMENT AND THERAPY IN THE STUDY OF PSYCHOTIC SYMPTOMS (I.E., DELUSION); IMPLICATION FOR CLINICAL RESEARCH AND CLINICAL PRACTICE”

Prof. Daniel David
Professor of Clinical Cognitive Science at the Babeș Bolyai University. Romania
Director for research of Albert Ellis Institute. New York. USA

13.00 h  CLOSING COLLOQUIUM
Professor Philippa Garety is Professor of Clinical Psychology at the Institute of Psychiatry, King’s College London, a consultant clinical psychologist and Clinical Director and Joint Leader of the Psychosis Clinical Academic Group, South London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust. She was awarded her first degree in Philosophy and Psychology (Natural Sciences) by Cambridge University. She qualified as a clinical psychologist in 1981 at the Institute of Psychiatry, and then also completed a PhD on cognitive processes in delusions. Since then, she has combined research with clinical practice and service development. Her main focus of research has been the investigation of cognitive and emotional processes in psychosis, particularly reasoning in delusions, together with pioneering the development and evaluation of CBT for psychosis. Her work continues to translate the findings of theoretical and empirical research into improvements in psychological treatments and service provision. With colleagues, she established one of the first Early Intervention services for people with psychosis (LEO), in the late 1990s. Her recent work is focussed on psychological treatment research, including randomised controlled trials, investigating brief treatments targeted on reasoning and anxiety in paranoia, and therapy adherence and outcome in CBT for psychosis.

Professor Elizabeth Kuipers has completed her Psychology degree at Bristol, her Clinical Psychology training at Birmingham and her PhD at the University of London. She has specialised in the problems of those with psychosis and their families. With colleagues, developed and evaluated, firstly, family interventions, and then individual cognitive behaviour therapy for psychosis. These interventions are both recommended for those with psychosis by NICE (National Institute of Care and Health Excellence). She was Chair of 2 NICE Guideline updates, for Schizophrenia, 2009, and Psychosis and Schizophrenia, 2014. At the Institute of Psychiatry (IOP), King’s College London (KCL), She became a Professor of Clinical Psychology in 1998, and was Head of the Psychology Department from 2006-2012. She also worked as an honorary Consultant Clinical Psychologist in an adult psychosis team at the South London and Maudsley NHS Foundation Trust, until 2012, where she was founding director of PICUP (Psychological interventions for Outpatients with Psychosis. Since 2012, she has led the Women in Science initiative at the IOP, KCL. She has received two Lifetime Achievement awards, from WISE (Women in Science and Engineering) in 2013, and from the British Psychological Society Professional Practice Board in 2014.

Professor **Daniel David**, Ph.D., is professor of clinical cognitive science at the Babeș-Bolyai University (he holds the Aaron T. Beck Professorship at BBU) as well as an adjunct professor at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai in New York. He is also the Director of Research and a Diplomate/Supervisor at the Albert Ellis Institute (AEI). Dr. David is the President/ Director of the International Institute for the Advanced Studies of Psychotherapy and Applied Mental Health, the founding editor of the Journal of Cognitive Behavioral Psychotherapies, and the founding director of the “Babes-Bolyai – PsyTech” Psychological Clinic. He serves as President of the Professional Comission in the Romanian Association of Cognitive and Behavioral Psychotherapies (a national representative in the European Association of Behavioral and Cognitive Therapies). Dr. David’s current research is focused on the role of cognitive mechanisms, both explicit (e.g., autobiographical memory) and implicit (e.g., implicit memory; priming) in generating subjective/emotional (cognition-emotion relation), behavioral, and psycho-physiological human responses, more specifically, on the role of (a) rational/functional and irrational/dysfunctional beliefs and (b) response hopes and/or expectancies on various psychological and medical outcomes related to mental health and cancer. A specific research interest includes the use of technological developments in psychotherapy (i.e., virtual reality therapy; robotherapy). Dr. David has authored and...
co-authored numerous books and book chapters, including (1) Rational and irrational beliefs in human functioning and disturbances: Implications for research, theory, and practice (Oxford University Press); (2) Rational emotive behavior therapy. In K. S. Dobson (Ed.), Handbook of cognitive-behavioral therapies (Guilford Press); (3) The cognitive-behavioral model of hypnotherapy. In S.J. Lynn, J.W. Rhue, & I. Kirsch (Eds.), Handbook of clinical hypnosis (American Psychological Association); (4) Rational Emotive Behavior Therapy (REBT); The view of a cognitive psychologist, in W. Dryden (Ed.); Theoretical developments in REBT (Routledge) etc.

Professor Dennis R. Combs is an associate professor of psychology at the University of Texas at Tyler. He is also a licensed clinical psychologist in Texas. Dr. Combs received his PhD in clinical psychology from Louisiana State University. He has held faculty appointments at the University of Texas at Tyler and the University of Tulsa. His research has primarily focused on understanding, characterizing, and remediating the various social cognitive deficits found in schizophrenia and paranoia. Dr. Combs has published over 50 scientific articles in this area and his research has received support from NIMH. Dr. Combs frequently conducts training on working with delusions and paranoia and has written extensively on treatments for paranoia. In 2002, Dr. Combs established the Psychotic Disorders Research Laboratory to promote research and training for students with interests in schizophrenia.

Professor José María Álvarez is a psychoanalyst and member of the World Association of Psychoanalysis. He has a PhD in Psychology and is a specialist in Clinical Psychology of the University Hospital Rio Hortega of Valladolid. He has written approximately 70 articles on psychopathology and some books, specially *La invención de las enfermedades mentales* (Madrid, Dor, 1999; 2nd edition rewritten and extended: Madrid, Gredos, 2008); *Estudios sobre la psicosis* (Vigo, AGSM. La Otra psiquiatría, 2006; 2nd ed. in: Buenos Aires, Grama, 2008; 3rd ed. rewritten and extended in: Barcelona, Xoroi editions, 2013) and the treatise *Fundamentos de psicopatología psicoanalítica* (Madrid, Síntesis, 2004), for which he is the author together with R. Esteban and F. Sauvagnat. With the name of Alienistas del Pisuerga, with F. Colina and R. Esteban, he has edited eight volumes of classics of psychopathology. He is one of the founders of the Other psychiatry.
Professor Rafael Touriño González is a psychiatry, family therapist, professor at the School of Sciences of Health of the University of Las Palmas of Gran Canary. He has been the Director of the Psychosocial Rehabilitation Island Plan of the Canary Islands since 2012. Coeditor of the journal: “Rehabilitación Psicosocial.” Professor in the University Master’s program in Psychosocial Rehabilitation in Community Mental Health. He has participated as a teacher in different courses and workshops related with psychosocial rehabilitation and family interventions. He has several publications on these subjects, among them the “Guía de intervención familiar en la esquizofrenia” (2004,2007). President of the Canary Island Association of Psychosocial Rehabilitation in the period of 2010-2013.

Professor Ernesto Baena Ruiz is a clinical psychologist within the Mental Health Network of the Gran Canary, attached to the Psychosocial Rehabilitation Centers Network (Psychosocial Rehabilitation Island Plan) Coordinating Team since the year 1998. He has participated as a teacher in different courses and workshops related with psychosocial rehabilitation and family interventions. He has several publications on these subjects, among them the “Guía de intervención familiar en la esquizofrenia” (2004, 2007).

Professor Marino Pérez Álvarez is a Clinical Psychologist and Head Professor of Psychopathology and Intervention Techniques at the University of Oviedo. He began his professional activity in private practice as a behavior therapist in the 1980s. His current work as a university professor is focused on teaching and research. He is a member of many scientific societies, among them the ISPS. Among his research subjects are the study of schizophrenia in the phenomenological perspective and development of third-generation therapies as contextual therapies. His works are characterized by having a multidisciplinary perspective, with special signaling of philosophy and cultural history. In addition to the many articles published in specialized journals, he is the author of numerous books, among the last ones El mito del cerebro creador: cuerpo, conducta y cultura (Alianza Editorial, 2011), Las raíces de la psicopatología moderna: la melancolía y la esquizofrenia (Pirámide, 2012), Volviendo a la normalidad: la invención del TDAH and del trastorno bipolar infantil, as co-author, (Alianza Editorial, 2014) and Las terapias de tercera generación como terapias contextuales (Síntesis, 2014).
Professor José Manuel García Montes has a degree in law from the U.N.E.D., PhD in psychology at the University of Oviedo. He is a psychologist with a specialty in clinical psychology and Staff Professor at the University of Almeria where he teaches “Theories and processes of the personality.” Together with Marino Pérez Álvarez, he was a pioneer in proposing the application of the Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ECT) for psychotic symptoms, and has published case studies and theoretical proposals in this area. His research work has also extended to the impact of traumatic events and dissociative processes in auditory hallucinations of psychotic patients. He is a member of the Board of Directors of the Spanish Society of Clinical Psychology and Health, the Editorial Board of the Psicothema Journal and he is an expert at the national agency of evaluation and perspectives (ANEP).

Professor Óscar Martínez Azumendi is a psychiatrist and group psychotherapist. Currently, he is Chief of Service of the Bizkaia Mental Health Network (BMHN) of the Inland Region of Osakidetza and Chief of Studies of the Multi-Professional Teaching Unit of the BMHN. He has previously worked in the clinical-healthcare field within a fundamentally community model in different mental and hospital healthcare centers. He has participated in several research projects, with different publications and presentations and scientific meetings. Over the years, he has been a Professor in group therapy and mental health courses and masters. President of Osasun Mentalaren Elkarteak - AEN from 2004 to 2007 and Director of AEN Publications and Journals since June 2009. Member of the Association of Health Care “Webmaster,” author of the “psiquifotos.com” blog and editor of the electronic bulletin “Lmentala” of the BMHN.

Professor Esther Sanz Sánchez obtained a Degree in Clinical Psychology and Health from the Complutense University of Madrid in 1997. She did a specialty in Clinical Psychology (PIR) in the Teaching Unit of the Health Consortium of Tenerife. Masters in cognitive-behavior Clinical Psychology and Specialty in Psychotherapy. A founder in the year 2009 of the Project of the fight against stigma in Severe Mental Disorders “Tearing Down Walls.” She has worked in different clinical contexts, and currently works as a Clinical Psychologist in the Outpatient Mental Health Area of Tenerife (old Psychiatric Hospital). She has given several training courses related with psychotherapy in psychosis, speeches at congresses focused on the fight against stigma and speeches on awareness and education for mental health. She has published several articles in the Saltando Muros (Tearing Down Walls) blog, in which a space is claimed in mental health for the voice to be heard of diagnosed persons and the need to strengthen the process of empowerment and respect of human rights is stressed. Student
practice tutor in Psychology at the University of Laguna and Psychology Resident and Domestic Nurse resident teacher. She is a member of the Clinical Committee of Psychologists of Tenerife and collaborator of the Canary Island Association of family members and persons with mental disease (AFES).

Professor Manuel González de Chávez, Ex-President of the International Society for the Psychological Treatment of Schizophrenia and other Psychoses. He is currently the President of the Foundation for research and treatment of schizophrenia and other psychoses, Organizer of the yearly Courses on Schizophrenia held every year in Madrid and director of the Collection of books on dynamic and psychotherapeutic orientation of the mentioned Foundation. For about twenty years, until his recent retirement, he was Chief of the Psychiatry Service 1 of the Hospital General Universitario Gregorio Marañón of Madrid and Professor of Psychiatry of the Complutense University of Madrid. He was also Director of the Mental Health Services of Seville. President of the Mental Health Association of Madrid and President of the Spanish Association of de Neuropsychiatry, of which he is an Honorary Member. Dedicated to the development of psychotherapeutic programs for psychotic patients and especially to group psychotherapy in schizophrenia and its importance in the treatment of these patients, he is an author and editor of several books and different publications on this subject.
If you want to send any communication to be presented as a POSTER, you can use the on-line form available on the website: www.cursoesquizofreniamadrid.com

When you send a summary, you must accept the following guidelines:

- The summaries can be written both in English and Spanish and sent to the Technical Secretariat before September 15, 2014. Communications received after this date or those that do not follow the present guidelines will not be accepted.

- Those who present the communication should be registered in the Congress before October 15, 2014.

- The summaries of the communications presented will be reviewed by the Advisory Committee. The authors will be informed on the decision to accept or reject their communication before October 1, 2014.

- The summaries should be structured in the following way: Title, Authors (first last name and initial first name), Objectives, Method, Results and Conclusions. No tables, figures or unusual symbols should be included.

- The written summaries should not exceed 200 words.

- The posters should have a maximum size of 110 cm high and 90 cm wide.

- Poster Authors who have had their posters accepted should stand by their posters on Friday November 21, 2014 from 3pm to 4pm to answer any questions other attendants would like to make related to their content.

- Posters chosen by the Advisory Committee will be published in the Bibliographic Dossier next year.
GENERAL INFORMATION

Dates
XIX ANNUAL COURSE OF SCHIZOPHRENIA
“INTUITION, DELUSIONS AND THERAPIES”
Madrid, November 20th - 22nd 2014

Web
The official website is www.cursoesquizofrenia.com

Venue
Hotel Meliá Castilla - Auditorium
Capitán Haya, 43 – 28020 MADRID
Ph. +34 91 567 50 00

The Meliá Castilla hotel is located in the modern commercial and financial district of Madrid, parallel to Madrid's main boulevard, the Paseo de la Castellana. Ten minutes from the airport and the IFEMA Trade Exhibition Center, a short walk from the Congress Hall and minutes from the historical center of the city. With all the comforts and services excepted of the finest hotels, you will feel at home from the moment you arrive. Ideal for the celebration of congresses, conventions and incentives.

Dates and time tables

Course
November 21st, Friday, from am to 2 pm and from 4 pm to 7.30 pm
November 22nd, Saturday, from 9.30 am to 3 pm

Workshops
November 20th, Thursday, 4.30 pm to 8 pm

Aimed at
Mental Health Care Professionals

Commercial Exhibition
The Commercial Exhibition will be held at Castilla room.

Organization
Dr. Manuel González de Chávez
President of the Schizophrenia Research, Treatment and other Psychoses Foundation
c/ Príncipe de Vergara 120, 7º C - MADRID 28002
Ph.. +34 656 552 145
mgchavez.fundesquizofrenia@gmail.com

Languages and simultaneous traslation
Course: There will be simultaneous translation English-Spanish.
Workshops: The workshops will be in Spanish. No simultaneous translation will be provided

Madrid, 20th - 22nd November 2014
Registration Fees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>BEFORE 31 JULY 2014</th>
<th>AFTER 31 JULY 2014</th>
<th>ON SITE (during the course)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COURSE</td>
<td>350 €</td>
<td>400 €</td>
<td>450 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSYCHIATRIST IN TRAINING</td>
<td>300 €</td>
<td>350 €</td>
<td>400 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISPS (1) and AEN (2) MEMBERS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROF. (NON MEDICAL)</td>
<td>270 €</td>
<td>320 €</td>
<td>370 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROF. (NON MEDICAL) MEMBERS/ISPS (1)</td>
<td>220 €</td>
<td>270 €</td>
<td>320 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROF. (NON MEDICAL) MEMBERS/AEN (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WORKSHOPS</td>
<td>100 €</td>
<td>120 €</td>
<td>150 €</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) International Society for the Psychological and Social Approaches to Psychoses.
(2) Asociación Española de Neuropsiquiatría.

Registration fee includes: access to scientific sessions, documentation, book, coffee breaks and business lunch.

Notes:
- Registrations will be closed once the capacity of the room is reached.

Workshops

Thursday, November 20th, four simultaneous Workshops will be held. All the workshops will be in Spanish. No simultaneous translation will be provided.

You can only register for one of them. You must be registered in the course to be able to register for the workshop.

LIMITED PLACES.

Accommodation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SINGLE</th>
<th>DOUBLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hotel Meliá Castilla ****</td>
<td>154 €</td>
<td>165 €</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Price per room and night. Breakfast and TAX included

Bibliographic dossier, book and diploma

Those attending will be given a bibliographic dossier, book and diploma on the subjects dealt with and the articles of the participating Professors.

All attendees will receive the Spanish Edition of the book of W.W.Meissner “Psychotherapy and the Paranoid Process”

At the end of the course, a Diploma accrediting attendance will be given. Accreditation have been requested from the Evaluation Agency.

Collaborators

ASOCIACIÓN ESPAÑOLA DE NEUROPSIQUIATRIA

JANSSEN-CILAG, LUNDBECK AND OTSUKA
SCHIZOPHRENIA RESEARCH
TREATMENT AND OTHER PSYCHOSES FOUNDATION
COLLECTION BOOKS

LA ESQUIZOFRENIA
YRJÖ ALANEN
2003

LA INTERVENCIÓN PRECOZ EN LA PSICOSIS
JANE EDWARDS Y PATRICK D. McGORRY
2004

DANDO SENTIDO A LAS VOCES
MARIUS ROMME Y SANDRA ESCHER
2005

FIFTY YEARS OF HUMANISTIC TREATMENT OF PSYCHOSES
YRJÖ O. ALANEN, ANN-LOUISE S. SILVER Y
MANUEL GONZÁLEZ DE CHÁVEZ
2006

PSICOSIS
JOHAN CULLBERG
2007

ABORDAJES PSICOTERAPÉUTICOS DE LAS PSICOSIS
ESQUIZOFRÉNICAS
YRJÖ O. ALANEN,
MANUEL GONZÁLEZ DE CHÁVEZ,
ANN-LOUISE S. SILVER Y BRIAN MARTINDALE
2008

TERAPIA COGNITIVA BASADA EN LA PERSONA PARA LA
PSICOSIS PERTURBADORA
PAUL CHADWICK
2009

AFECTO – LÓGICA
LUC CIOMPI
2010

PSICOSIS, TRAUMA Y DISOCIACIÓN
ANDREW MOSKOWITZ, INGO SCHÄFER, MARTIN DORAHY
2011

25 AÑOS DE PSICOTERAPIA DE GRUPO EN LAS PSICOSIS
MANUEL GONZÁLEZ DE CHÁVEZ (Ed)
2012

LA PSICOSIS COMO UNA CRISIS PERSONAL
MARIUS ROMME Y SANDRA ESCHER
2013

You can order these books to:
Asociación Española de Neuropsiquiatría
C/ Magallanes, 1 sótano 2 local 4 - 28015 Madrid
Tfno: 636.72.55.99
aen@aen.es
www.aen.es

Madrid, 20th - 22nd November 2014
# Registration Form - XIX Annual Course of Schizophrenia "Intuitions, Delusions and Therapies"

Send to: Barceló Congresos, Pl. Europa, 17-19, 1st floor - 08908 l'Hospitalet de Llobregat - Barcelona, Ph: +34 93 8823878
E-mail: cursosquizofreniamadrid@barcelocongresos.com

(please use capital letter)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Personal Details</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAST NAME</td>
<td>NAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDRESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITY</td>
<td>COUNTRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PH</td>
<td>E-MAIL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Professional Details</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INSTITUTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEPARTMENT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADDRESS</td>
<td>N°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITY</td>
<td>POSTAL CODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PH</td>
<td>FAX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POSTER</td>
<td>E-MAIL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If you are teaching in a psychotherapy or psychosocial program or if you have published some Schizophrenia or other psychoses publications and researches, we would appreciate if you could send this material to the Schizophrenia Research, Treatment and other Psychoses Foundation, Príncipe de Vergara 120, 7º C. MADRID 28002. mgchavez.fundesquizofrenia@gmail.com
REGISTRATION FORM

REGISTRATION FEE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>BEFORE JULY 31st, 2014</th>
<th>AFTER JULY 31st, 2014</th>
<th>ON SITE (During the course)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psychiitrist in training ISPS(^{1}) and AEN(^{2}) members</td>
<td>300 €</td>
<td>350 €</td>
<td>400 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profes. (non médical)</td>
<td>270 €</td>
<td>320 €</td>
<td>370 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profes. (non médical) member of ISPS(^{1}) / AEN(^{2})</td>
<td>220 €</td>
<td>270 €</td>
<td>320 €</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workshops</td>
<td>100 €</td>
<td>120 €</td>
<td>150 €</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{1}\) International Society for the Psychological and Social Approaches to Psychoses.
\(^{2}\) Asociación Española de Neuropsiquiatría.

Registration fee includes: access to scientific sessions, documentation, book, coffee breaks and business lunch.

Notes:
- Registrations will be closed once the capacity of the room is reached.

Simultaneous Workshops - November 20, 2014 - 16.30h to 20.00h
Please select only one workshop. To register for a workshop your previous registration for the course is required. LIMITED CAPACITY.

- Workshop 1 “Family intervention in persons diagnosed of schizophrenia in a mental health network”
- Workshop 2 “Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) applied to psychotic symptoms”
- Workshop 3 “Internet as a tool to share and construct views around psychosis: Tearing down walls and Psychophotos”
- Workshop 4 “Emotional reality of the persons with psychotic conditions”

Send to: BARCELÓ CONGRESOS
Pl. Europa, 17-19, 1st floor - 08908 l’Hospitalet de Llobregat - Barcelona
Ph: +34 93 8823878
E-mail: cursoesquizofreniamadrid@barcelocongresos.com

PAYMENT OPTIONS

Course registration Workshop registration Accommodation TOTAL €

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>€</th>
<th>€</th>
<th>€</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Visa</td>
<td>Master Card</td>
<td>American Express</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Card number

Expiry Date

Bank transfer to “Curso Esquizofrenia. Barceló Congresos”
Bank account: 018248991 80201515790
IBAN: ES44 0182 4899 1802 0151 5790

Date Signature

Only registration forms with payment and «Personal Details» full completed will be accepted.

Important: For cancellations on registration/hotel reservations received before September 1 there will be refund. For cancellations received after September 1 no refunds will be made.